Meeting held at Mandurah on Friday, 2 August 2019

WEATHER: Fine   TRACK: Good   KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.15pm
Stewards: Ms E Alessandrino, Mr C Kerr, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr B Vale
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Ineligible: Race 3 HEY BAIL (2/8)
Illness: Race 10 GARNAN BOLT (2/8), ROOFIN' ROY (1/8)
Satisfactory Trials:
R69B - Race 2 SOMETHING x 1 Field
Suspensions:
R69A - Race 1 SAMURAI LI x 28 days (Mandurah Track) x 1 Field
Samples Taken: Race 1 FUN AND GAMES, Race 2 MOCHA BEAN, Race 5 WEST ON LILY, Race 7 WESTDALE PRINCE, Race 9 DOVE'S CRY

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:38 PM
FUN AND GAMES began quickly. HIP HOP FUN began slowly. SAMURAI LI eased and collided with JOY LARELLE, tailed off and failed to finish on the first turn.

SAMURAI LI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Stewards inquired into a report that SAMURAI LI had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment approaching the first turn. Trainer Michael Rylands acknowledged the report, subsequently SAMURAI LI has been stood down for 28 days and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69A.

Race 2 - Maiden/Provincial/405 - Maiden - 7:03 PM
SHINBONER FLYER, SHEED'S GOAL & MOCHA BEAN began quickly. DIABLO STAR began slowly. SHEED'S GOAL & MOCHA BEAN collided on the first turn. SHINBONER FLYER checked off the heels of SHEED'S GOAL on the first turn. SHINBONER FLYER & SHINBONER PRIDE collided on the first turn. SHINBONER FLYER & SOMETHING collided approaching home. SOMETHING eased, shifted out and collided with SHINBONER FLYER approaching home. SHINBONER FLYER & SOMETHING collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SOMETHING had a Right - Hindleg - Hamstrings Injury (SM/ST) and has been stood down for 14 days.

Stewards inquired into a report that SOMETHING had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment approaching the home turn. Kennel Representative Mr G Price acknowledged the report and subsequently following the report of an injury of a right hindleg- hamstrings (SM/ST) injury and a 14 day stand-down period, SOMETHING was placed on a field satisfactory trial under R69B.

Race 3 - Mixed 5/6/Country/302 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:22 PM
QUARA'S BETH, JAYELL MAGIC & GO LEVI began quickly. JAX'S GIANT & JONCRAIGLE began slowly. BLACK LIGHT & JAX'S GIANT collided soon after the start. SLICK AZZ EL & QUARA'S BETH collided soon after the start. SLICK AZZ EL lost ground. QUARA'S BETH galloped on the heels of JAYELL MAGIC on the first turn. BLACK LIGHT & JONCRAIGLE collided on the first turn. QUARA'S BETH checked off the heels of JAX'S GIANT approaching home. QUARA'S BETH shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. JAX'S GIANT checked off the heels of YANKEE PARKER on the home turn.

Race 4 - Mixed 3/4/Provincial/405 - Mixed 3/4 - 7:43 PM
LHOTSE MONELLI began quickly. CRAFTY RAMA began slowly. JABBERIN' MELODY & DASHING TIGER collided soon after the start. CRAFTY RAMA & NOBELIUM collided soon after the start. LHOTSE MONELLI, COSMIC COLADA & NOBELIUM collided on the first turn, COSMIC COLADA lost ground. SWEET AS FATE & COSMIC COLADA collided approaching home, COSMIC COLADA lost ground. SWEET AS FATE & NOBELIUM collided approaching home. JABBERIN' MELODY & NOBELIUM collided on the home turn. LHOTSE MONELLI raced wide in the home straight.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed JABBERIN' MELODY has a Right - Foreleg - Radius/Ulna Fracture and has been humanely euthanised by the On Track Veterinarian.

Race 5 - Free For All (s)/Provincial/490 - Free For All (s) - 8:08 PM
TROUPER MONELLI & WEST ON LILY began quickly. DUSTY MAC & FABS GEM collided soon after the start, both lost ground. FABS GEM & HIT RECORD collided on the first turn. TROUPER MONELLI & HIGH ABOVE collided on the first turn. FABS GEM & HIGH ABOVE collided on the second turn. PEAK MONELLI checked off the heels of HIT RECORD approaching home. PEAK MONELLI & HIT RECORD shifted out and raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 6 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 8:24 PM
STALENBERG, WHIZZING & WHAT A HOOT began quickly. JETTA JAM began slowly. WILLIE Gundi, BOOMERING & POWERED BY GAS collided soon after the start, BOOMERING lost ground. POWERED BY GAS & WHAT A HOOT collided on the first turn, WHAT A HOOT lost ground. WILLIE Gundi & BOOMERING collided on the second turn.
SUNSET ECHO checked off the heels of STALENBERG on the home turn. SUNSET ECHO checked off the heels of STALENBERG in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that ALFA TONIC had a Right - Hindleg - Metatarsal Fracture and has been stood down for 60 days.

Race 8 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:02 PM
LAPTOP GURU, POLO PETE, IT'S THE HORSE & COSMIC GAS began quickly. TATTOOED WARRIOR began slowly. NO ADDED SUGAR & NANDO'S THUNDER collided soon after the start. POLO PETE checked off the heels of IT'S THE HORSE and collided with ON THE TAKE on the first turn. ON THE TAKE & NANDO'S THUNDER collided on the first turn. POLO PETE & NANDO'S THUNDER collided on the home turn. LAPTOP GURU collided with TATTOOED WARRIOR on the home turn.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 9:17 PM
METAL BUSTER began quickly. BROOKSY MONELLI began slowly. PERFECT ZUMA & METAL BUSTER collided soon after the start. TORO TONIC, EQUITY FUND & EZI PICK collided approaching the first turn. TORO TONIC & EZI PICK collided on the first turn. PERFECT ZUMA & STICKY VICKI collided on the first turn. METAL BUSTER & DOVE'S CRY collided on the first turn. STICKY VICKI checked off the heels of PERFECT ZUMA on the first turn. EZI PICK checked off the heels of TORO TONIC approaching home. TORO TONIC & EQUITY FUND collided on the home turn.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 9:41 PM
VIENNA CHARM began quickly. TOM Gundi & SKYLAB collided soon after the start. TOM Gundi checked off the heels of SKYLAB soon after the start. TOM Gundi & PROMETHIUM collided soon after the start, TOM Gundi lost ground.
Race 11 - Mixed 5/6/Country/405 - Mixed 5/6 - 9:56 PM
BURN OUT BOY & NIGHT CHARM began quickly. YORGI BLUES began slowly. FANTASTIC JOEY & WILDASH WILLOW collided soon after the start. YORGI BLUES & FANTASTIC JOEY collided approaching the first turn. BURN OUT BOY & NIGHT CHARM collided on the first turn. FANTASTIC JOEY, WILDASH WILLOW & STAN'S GIRL collided on the first turn. BURN OUT BOY checked off the heels of NIGHT CHARM on the first turn. BURN OUT BOY & DEBERTI collided on the first turn. FANTASTIC JOEY checked off the heels of STAN'S GIRL approaching home.

FINAL.